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SURPRISE! MARKET IS OVERSOLD 

10.26.18 

 SUMMARY: Our buying/selling ratio has reached oversold. History suggests this could be a great 

buying opportunity. 

  

Currently the MAP ratio sits at 24.7% and will likely be lower as of the close today. When our ratio breaks 

25% to the downside, it’s usually a time to get your buy list ready. We have been very vocal recently and 

sent an update on 10/10/2018 here, suggesting the market is likely to fall, and a buy opportunity is around the 

corner. Remember, the ratio measures buying vs. selling on a 5 week moving average. This ratio allows us to 

gauge if the market is overbought (80%) or oversold (25%). Historically it has been very accurate.  

All the ratio is doing is looking for unsustainable selling. When we hit that point (now), the market tends to 

catch its footing soon after. We do expect to see lots of selling signals once today comes to a close. But 

again, bottoms are made when selling exhausts itself.  

  

Below are stats on breaking the 25% level and why we feel it is important: 

  

We have had only 3 instances where the ratio has been in a downtrend and then fell below 25%. This is out 

of ~1600 trading days of data, so this is a very rare event!  

  

A couple of observations on market returns after breaching below the 25% level: 

  

1) the average 3 week return for IWM = +4.12% 

  

2) the average 8 week return for IWM = +7.27% 

  

Below details the 3 instances where the ratio descended and fell below 25%: 

 

BOTTOM LINE: Our data suggests that a falling ratio reading below 25% indicates unsustainable selling 

and should lead to a bounce in the market. This is usually a good time to scoop up great stocks.  Our long-

term view is bullish on the market and our data says the end of the selling is near. 

 

 

 

Below are the historical instances highlighted by a red circle with yellow fill: 

RATIO BELOW 25% IWM RETURN 3 WEEKS LATER IWM RETURN 8 WEEKS LATER

10/15/2014 8.82% 8.81%

9/24/2015 2.22% 2.57%

2/2/2016 1.31% 10.43%

http://www.mapsignals.com/
https://mapsignals.com/map-blog/time-to-sell-or-time-to-buy
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Investment Research Disclaimer 

This research is for our clients and readers only, based on current public information that we consider reliable. However, we do not represent that such information is 

accurate or complete, nor should it be relied on as such.Mapsignals.com and its principals (collectively, “MAP”) may provide oral or written market commentary or 

trading strategies to our clients and readers that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this research. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, 

and employees, may from time to time have long or short positions in the investments, if any, referred to in this research. This research is not an offer to sell or the 

solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or 

take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. Clients should consider whether any advice or 

recommendation in this research is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if appropriate, seek professional advice, including tax advice. The price and value 

of investments referred to in this research and the income from them may fluctuate. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not 

guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur.  

MAP-IT RATIO UPDATED 

10/25/2018

24.7%

http://www.mapsignals.com/

